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Abstract

Gene flow between populations adapting to differing local environmental conditions might

be costly because individuals can disperse to habitats where their survival is low or because

they can reproduce with locally maladapted individuals. The amount by which the mean rela-

tive population fitness is kept below one creates an opportunity for modifiers of the genetic

architecture to spread due to selection. Prior work that separately considered modifiers

changing dispersal, recombination rates, or altering dominance or epistasis, has typically

focused on the direction of selection rather than its absolute magnitude. We here develop

methods to determine the strength of selection on modifiers of the genetic architecture,

including modifiers of the dispersal rate, in populations that have previously evolved local

adaptation. We consider scenarios with up to five loci contributing to local adaptation and

derive a new model for the deterministic spread of modifiers. We find that selection for modi-

fiers of epistasis and dominance is stronger than selection for decreased recombination,

and that selection for partial reductions in recombination are extremely weak, regardless of

the number of loci contributing to local adaptation. The spread of modifiers that reduce dis-

persal depends on the number of loci, epistasis and extent of local adaptation in the ances-

tral population. We identify a novel effect, that modifiers of dominance are more strongly

selected when they are unlinked to the locus that they modify. These findings help explain

population differentiation and reproductive isolation and provide a benchmark to compare

selection on modifiers under finite population sizes and demographic stochasticity.

Author Summary

When populations of a species are spread over different habitats the populations can

adapt to their local conditions, provided dispersal between habitats is low enough. Natural

selection allows the populations to maintain local adaptation, but dispersal and gene flow

create a cost called the migration load. The migration load measures how much fitness is

lost because of dispersal between different habitats, and also creates an opportunity for

selection to act on the arrangement and interaction between genes that are involved in

local adaptation. Modifier genes can spread in these linked populations and cause func-

tional, local adaptation genes, to become more closely linked on a chromosome, or change
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the way that these genes are expressed so that the locally adapted gene copy becomes dom-

inant. We modeled this process and found that selection on modifiers that create tighter

linkage between locally adapted genes is generally weak, and modifiers that cause gene

interactions are more strongly selected. Even after these gene interactions have begun to

evolve, further selection for increased gene interaction is still strong. Our results show that

populations are more likely to adapt to local conditions by evolving new gene interactions

than by evolving tightly linked gene clusters.

Introduction

Gene flow is a fundamental process that introduces, maintains, or reduces genetic variation

between demes of a population adapted to local environmental conditions. Along with this

variability comes a fitness cost, the “migration load”, that decreases the population mean fit-

ness below that of a deme lacking immigration [1–5]. It has long been known that selection in

natural populations can act to reduce the dispersal or recombination rates between loci

experiencing recurrent mutation, dubbed the “reduction principle”, cf. [6]. Much of the study

on the reduction principle has been on proving that the direction of selection is towards reduc-

ing mixing of genotypes, rather than specifying the relative magnitude of selection on modifi-

ers of the genetic architecture that can, in principle, diminish migration loads. Heritability for

these modifiers has been described in the empirical literature including those that change dis-

persal rates [7], recombination rates [8, 9], and those that alter dominance [10, 11] and epista-

sis [12, 13] within and between locally adapted loci. Many of these types of modifiers may

segregate concurrently within and between demes during and after the process of local adapta-

tion. It is thus important to quantify the relative magnitude of potential selection on modifiers

of genetic architecture to understand differentiation between populations, stability of hybrid

zones and speciation.

Interest about selection on modifiers of genetic architecture under migration load has been

spurred by the observation that genomic regions contributing to phenotypic differentiation

and reproductive isolation between populations or incipient species do not often recombine

[14–17]. How these “genomic islands” of differentiation and isolation originate and are main-

tained is intriguing. One possibility is that selection causes a build up of linked alleles that con-

tribute to local adaptation, either by favoring mutations, such as chromosomal inversions, that

eliminate recombination between pre-existing locally-adapted alleles [18–20], or by favoring

mutations that just happen to be linked to locally-adapted alleles when they appear during

ongoing local adaptation [21–27]. Another possibility is that genomic islands of differentiation

and isolation are created by genetic drift and the accumulation of mutations in genome loca-

tions of reduced recombination rates under allopatry, in a manner similar to how Dobz-

hansky-Muller incompatibilities arise and are maintained [28, 29].

Most theoretical work so far has described the expected direction and strength of selection

on recombination modifiers under several simplifying assumptions [18–20, 30]. First, the

recombination modifier is usually modeled as a chromosomal inversion so that its spread can

be calculated without taking into account recombination of the modifier into alternative geno-

types. Second, the fitness functions are generally assumed to be additive, meaning there is no

dominance between locally-adapted alleles or epistasis between locally-adapted loci. Third,

migration is usually assumed to be “continent to island” and thus dispersal is uni-directional.

Under weak migration and no epistasis between loci, for example, the strength of selection on

an inversion depends on the migration load, and that selection increases as the number of
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locally-adapted loci increase and is higher when the ancestral genotype has free recombination

[20]. When the modifier creates chromosomal inversions, the strength of selection on it is

completely determined by the fitness load present in the structured population [31].

A separate literature has considered the evolution of dominance modifiers, dating back to

early work by Fisher [32] and Wright [33]. A major objection to Fisher’s notion that domi-

nance modifiers could be selected to favor wild-type alleles under mutation-selection balance

is that heterozygotes are rare and dominance modifiers are therefore only weekly selected [34–

36]. However, if other processes maintain heterozygotes at high frequencies, then selection for

dominance modifiers can be substantial [37, 38]. For example, when there is dispersal between

demes facing different environmental conditions, migration-selection balance can lead to the

long-term maintenance of heterozygotes and result in selection for dominance modifiers [37].

Understanding selection on modifiers of epistasis is complex, depending on the sign of linkage

disequilibrium between deleterious alleles being purged or beneficial alleles being favored with

the mutant modifier alleles, as well as on the dominance interactions at each locus [27, 39]. We

do know, however, that in general an epistatic modifier affecting the total fitness load of a

structured population is expected to be strongly selected relative to modifiers affecting only

specific loci [31].

When there is multi-directional dispersal between demes, calculation of relative selection

strength on modifiers of genetic architecture depends on the full distribution of genotype den-

sities in the demes. Much of the discussion has centered on the distribution of offspring geno-

types of a given parent, but this view obscures the fact that modifiers alter their own

associations with alternative genotypes, and therefore that the strength of selection depends

both on the frequency of genotype or environment backgrounds in the absence of the modifier

as well as on the reproductive value of those states. For example, [40] explore this interaction

when alleles affecting mating preferences are selected under migration-selection balance. They

find that selection on changes in the transition probability from a particular genotype or envi-

ronmental background will be weak if the frequency of that state in the stable stage distribution

(absent the modifier) is low, even if the potential fitness benefit of a transmission modification

is high. Conversely, selection on changes in the transition probability from a genotype or envi-

ronment background into a different genotype or environment background will be weak if the

absolute reproductive value of the new background state (absent the modifier) is low.

Selection on modifiers of the genetic architecture under migration load will be strongest for

changes in the transition probabilities that affect relatively frequent states and cause a large

change in the reproductive value of their descendant states, possibly leading to local extinction

[41]. Because modifiers affect these transition probabilities without altering the total number

of offspring produced, any increase in the probability of transition between two states must be

associated with an equal reduction of transmission to other states. Therefore, one must calcu-

late the cumulative effect of these changes in transmission in order to quantify the magnitude

of selection on modifiers of genetic architecture under migration load.

We here investigate selection in a scenario with bi-directional dispersal between two demes

that face two habitats with differing environmental conditions, where a diploid genotype is

determined by a linear chromosome with arbitrary recombination between several adjacent

loci (up to five), and where fitness can include dominance and epistasis. Although we assume a

linear chromosomal recombination map, if the recombination probability is 0.5, then we

recover a scenario with freely segregating chromosomes. Mating between individuals, precisely

syngamy, is assumed to be random. We numerically solve for the equilibrium—a steady-state

between migration, selection, segregation, recombination and syngamy—of genotype frequen-

cies in each deme and calculate the migration load. We then introduce a rare mutant modifier

of the genetic architecture and calculate the selection strength on the invading modifier as the
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eigenvalue of the transition matrix. The modifier can independently alter the overall magni-

tude of the migration load, the dominance at single or multiple loci, the epistasis between loci,

the recombination rate between loci, and the migration rate between demes.

Methods

Life-cycle

We consider two demes with reciprocal migration, each adapting to habitats with different

environmental conditions. After birth, diploid individuals migrate between the two demes and

are subject to viability selection within each deme (see next section for the description of the

fitness function). After selection, gametes are produced by meiosis with Mendelian segregation

and cross-over recombination between homologous chromosomes. Recombination is mod-

eled as if there were a genetic linkage map of a single linear chromosome. The locations of the

k loci are given by their index and a recombination vector describes the probability of cross-

ing-over between successive loci, giving k − 1 recombination rates. After recombination, gam-

etes are produced by defining a table of the frequency of all possible gamete types given each

possible pair of parental haplotypes. Following [42], a square matrix G with dimensions 2k is

defined such that each element Gi, j is itself a vector of length 2k (technically G is a tensor of 3

dimensions). Each position l in the vector represents the probability that a parent with haplo-

types i and j would produce a gamete with index l. The gamete production table is computed

for situations with up to k = 5 local adaptation loci and 1 modifier loci. This model has a total

of 6 loci with 64 haplotypes, and thus, the gamete production table has 643 = 262, 144 entries.

These gamete tables are defined generically without inserting numerical values and stored as

an object. Values can be efficiently substituted into these stored objects, meaning that the gam-

ete table does not need to be re-calculated during simulations, but it does need to be evaluated

with the recombination parameter values once per simulation of the modifier invasion (see

below).

Table 1. Notation.

Variable Definition

k The number of genes contributing to local adaptation

li(h1, h2) The effective number of locally adapted alleles

S Is the total fitness cost associated with the least-adapted genotype

md The migration rate from deme d
rm The recombination rate for the modifier

ri The recombination frequency between locus i and i + 1

ϕ The epistasis parameter in favor of the locally adapted allele in deme 1

θi The dominance parameter for locus i in favor of the locally adpated allele in deme 1

G The matrix storing the probability of producing each possible gamete haplotype for each diploid

genotype.

wd
i;j The fitness of an adult carrying haplotypes i and j in deme d.

�wd The mean fitness in deme d

xdi The frequency of haplotype i in deme d.

ẑ The parameters associated with the modifier allele are indicated with^

A The invasion matrix for the mutant modifier allele.

λ The dominant eigenvalue of A

Ld The fitness load in deme d

https://doi.org/10.1371/journal.pgen.1010350.t001
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The life cycle just described can be concisely expressed as:

xdi
0 ¼

X

j

X

k

wd
j;k xdj x

d
kð1 � mdÞ þ

X

bd 6¼d

xbdj xb
d
kmbd

0

@

1

AGi;j;k ð1Þ

�wd ¼
X

i

xdi
0

ð2Þ

xdi
00 ¼

xdi
0

�wd
; ð3Þ

where xdi is the frequency of haplotype i in deme d, wd
j;k is the fitness of genotype (j, k) in deme

d, Gi, j, k represents the probability that an adult with haplotypes j and k will produce a gamete

of haplotype i, and �wd is the average fitness within deme d. Haplotype frequency in the next

generation is given by xd00i . See the Table 1 for a full list of symbols used.

We also have developed a notation system to describe the life-cycle and the dynamics of

modifiers using linear algebra operators, and this is detailed in Appendix A in S1 Appendix.

The main benefit of the linear operator notation is that it separates the life cycle into modules

that can be easily modified or amended, for instance to include non-random mating, parental

effects, or non-Mendelian segregation.

Fitness function

Diploid individual fitness is a function of both habitat and genotype. We model fitness by

assuming that each locus has a parameter determining dominance between alleles at each of

the k local adaptation loci, and that epistasis between all k local adaptation loci are determined

by a single parameter. Our approach is to use generalized logistic functions to describe the

effective number of locally adapted alleles. Specifically, for a population with k loci, each indi-

vidual has 2k alleles that are each either locally adapted (allele state of 1 in deme 1) or not (allele

state of 0 in deme 1). Fitness in habitat d for an individual that inherited haplotypes h1 and h2

is then:

Wdðh1; h2Þ ¼ eldðh1;h2Þlogð1� SÞ; ð4Þ

where S represents the total fitness cost of having the most maladapted genotype for the resi-

dent haplotypes, and ld(h1, h2) represents the effective fraction of alleles that are maladapted

carried by an (h1, h2) individual in habitat d. In our parameterization, when the dominance

and epistasis parameters are set to 0, ld(h1, h2) is equal to the actual fraction of alleles that are

maladapted. In other words, when there is no epistasis or dominance the effective number of

locally adapted alleles is the same as the actual number of locally-adapted alleles. If ld = 1, then

fitness is 1 − S, and if ld = 0 then fitness is 1.

For dominance, each locus is parameterized by θi, which determines how the alleles inter-

act. At a locus i, the effective fraction of locally adapted alleles is 0 if the individual is homozy-

gous for the maladapted allele, 1 if the individual is homozygous for the locally adapted allele.

If the individual is heterozygous then locus specific fitness is wi = 1 − hi s where

hi ¼
1

1þ expð� yiÞ
: ð5Þ

This gives hi = 1/2 if θi = 0, indicating that if there is no dominance in either direction, and
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heterozygotes behave as if 1/2 of their alleles are locally adapted. In the limit as θi!1 the

fraction adapted goes to 1, and as θi! −1 the fraction adapted goes to 0.

Once we have calculated dominance at each individual locus, we sum across loci to deter-

mine an aggregate effect:

domðh1; h2Þ ¼
1

k

Xk

i¼1

heti
1þ expð� yiÞ

þ homi

� �

ð6Þ

with heti an indicator variable that takes on 1 if the individual is heterozygous at locus i and 0

otherwise, homi an indicator variable that takes on the value 0 if the individual is homozygous

for the locally favored allele at locus i and 1 otherwise.

Epistasis is applied in a similar way as dominance except now the fraction of adapted alleles

is calculated across loci:

lðh1; h2Þ ¼
1

1þ exp � � log
domðh1; h2Þ

1 � domðh1; h2Þ

� �� � ;
ð7Þ

where ϕ is the epistasis parameter. When ϕ = 0, then l(h1, h2) = dom(h1, h2), so that the fraction

of adapted alleles is unaltered by epistasis. The epistasis calculation depends on both ϕ and the

fraction of adapted alleles determined by dominance. If dom(h1, h2) = 0, then l = 1 for any

finite value of ϕ. Likewise, if dom(h1, h2) = 1, then l = 0 for any finite value of ϕ. If 0< dom(h1,

h2)<1 then as ϕ!1 l approaches 0 while as ϕ! −1 l approaches 1.

Under this formulation, fitness is additive when ϕ = 0 and θi = 0 (for all i). Further, changes

in the θ and ϕ from 0 have symmetric effects on the log scale. As ϕ and θ move away from 0,

the effect quickly saturates (Fig 1A). For dominance, if gene regulation is environment depen-

dent, for example, one might find that a single modifier allele causes locally adapted alleles to

become dominant in the habitats they perform best in and conversely more recessive in the

habitats they perform less well (Fig 1B). This is reminiscent of classical physiological explana-

tions of partial dominance [43]. Similarly for epistasis [39], adding locally adapted homozy-

gous loci has diminishing fitness returns in habitats where the population performs well, while

it is synergistic in habitats where the population performs less well (Fig 1C).

Fig 1. The fitness function showing the effects of dominance and epistasis. The total fitness cost is set at S = 0.1. Panel A shows the effect of changing

the dominance and epistasis parameters in a genotype composed of 20 loci, 5 of which are homozygous for the adapted allele, and 10 of which are

homozygous for the maladapted allele. The black line is the fitness value with no dominance or epistasis shown for reference. Note that in this example

θ is the same for all loci. In panel B, the effect of dominance on fitness is shown for a single locus, as the number of adapted alleles is varied from 0

(homozygote) to 1 (heterozygote) to 2 (homozygote). The effect is shown for two values of the dominance parameter θ. Panel C shows the effect of the

epistasis parameter in a genotype with 20 loci, as the number of loci homozygous for the adapted allele is varied. Two values of the epistasis parameter,

ϕ, are shown.

https://doi.org/10.1371/journal.pgen.1010350.g001
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Ancestral population

We use iterations of the recursion equations shown above for the life-cycle to obtain a popula-

tion of “resident” haplotypes at an equilibrium between standing variation, dispersal, recombi-

nation, mating and selection. We initialize the recursion equations with the locally favored

haplotype being common (frequency of 0.9999) and with the other haplotype frequencies

assigned at random. This avoids the pitfall of having the simulation maintain a symmetric but

unstable equilibrium. We find equilibrium haplotype frequencies by iterating the recursion

equations while censusing the population at the haploid gametic stage. Iteration occurs for a

maximum of 5000 generations or until the haplotype frequencies change by less than 10−8 (see

supplemental archived Mathematica file for further details [44]).

Selection on the modifier mutant allele

The primary goal of our study is to calculate the magnitude of the leading eigenvalue of an

invasion matrix describing modifiers of the genetic architecture of the resident population.

The genetic architecture is fixed in the resident ancestral population, which means, for exam-

ple, that the recombination rates between loci do not depend on the allele effects at those loci.

Local adaptation can be maintained so long as dispersal is not too high and when selection for

locally adapted alleles is relatively balanced among the habitats. Even when there is initially no

dominance or epistasis determining fitness, heterozygosity is maintained at migration-selec-

tion balance as well as linkage disequilibrium between loci within and between demes. Implic-

itly, indirect selection on the modifier allele is created by linkage between the invading

modifier allele and locally-adapted haplotypes and thus depends on the extent of heterozygos-

ity in the resident population. In all of the analyses presented here we assume symmetric

migration rates and selection coefficients, as this ensures that the fully polymorphic equilib-

rium is stable [30]. Our method works under asymmetry as well, but it then requires additional

checking to ensure that a polymorphism in local adaptation is maintained.

The invasion matrix for the mutant modifier allele, A, defines the number and genotype of

mutant offspring produced per mutant individual in the prior generation. The construction of

this matrix follows the same life-cycle as for the resident population, but differs in that the fre-

quency of potential mates is set by the frequency of resident genotypes at the resident equilib-

rium, and of course in that the mutant parameters are applied. Thus, the matrix elements Ai,j

represent the number of diploid adults in the following generation that carry the modifier and

the mutant haplotype and resident haplotype denoted by the index j that descend from a single

individual with the mutant haplotype and resident haplotype denoted by the index i.
The modifier is always placed in position 1 of the genetic linkage map. Each pair of adjacent

loci experiences an independent chance of crossing-over given by the recombination vector.

The modifier may alter the parameters which are indicated by Ŝ, r̂i (recombination modifier),

�̂ (epistasis modifier), ŷi (dominance modifier), and m̂ (dispersal modifier). Here, we consider

modifier alleles that alter only one parameter at a time, although in principle the modifier may

alter several or all the parameters at once. Because the mutant modifier allele is rare, matings

between two individuals carrying it are even rarer. The recombination mutant modifier allele

is dominant, all other mutant modifier alleles are co-dominant.

We start by indexing the vector describing the density of mutants as ν, which has dimension

22k+1. This dimensionality comes from enumerating all combinations of mutant and resident

haplotypes in both demes (2k�2k�2). The matrix A is then constructed in three stages, first with

a matrix D combining the segregation and recombination matrix from the two demes and

then applying migration, and third applying the matrix F to adults after migration. The matrix

Rj has dimension 2k, and details how segregation, recombination and syngamy produce
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offspring in the next generation. If we define the component haplotypes of genotype i as iμ and

ir for the mutant and resident haplotypes found in the diploid with index value i, then:

Rk½i; j� ¼ Gjm;im ;ir
� Vjr

� 2;

where Gjm;im;ir
represents the probability that a gamete with haplotype jμ is produced by a dip-

loid bearing haplotypes iμ and ir. This is multiplied by vjr to represent the probability that the

gamete fuses with a resident gamete bearing haplotype jr. The factor of 2 accounts for the fact

that, at population dynamic equilibrium, each diploid adult produces an average of two suc-

cessful gametes.

Migration then moves mutant genotypes between the two demes. For this, we create a

block matrix composed of the recombination/syngamy matrices:

D ¼
R1 � ð1 � m̂1Þ R1 � ðm̂1Þ

R2 � ðm̂2Þ R2 � ð1 � m̂2Þ

" #

which has dimension 22k+1.

After migration, we apply selection by creating a vector f of relative fitness values, for each

diploid genotype. This vector has length 22k+1 and its elements are:

fi ¼

w1ðmi;RiÞðŜ; �̂; ŷÞ
�w1

i � 2k

w2ðmi;RiÞðŜ; �̂; ŷÞ
�w2

i > 2k

8
>>>><

>>>>:

;

where the fitness function uses the mutant fitness parameters. Because the fitness function is

applied at the adult stage, the transmission of genotypes in D to the next stage depends only on

their column index, not their row index. We define a matrix Fi,j = fj.
The transition matrix for the invasion modifier is then

A ¼ D � F

The invasion recursion for the modifier across generations t can be described by

ntþ1 ¼ nt:A

The selection coefficient of the mutant modifier allele, or long-term growth rate multiplier, is

the dominant eigenvalue of A. With our approach, the potential loss by genetic drift of the

mutant modifier is not modelled and thus we assume that once the modifier appears it will be

established in the resident population and follow deterministic dynamics [45]. However, the

invasion matrix generated here can be used to define a multi-type branching process to study

stochastic establishment and will be considered in a future work.

Results and discussion

Invading the ancestral population

We first examine selection on modifiers of the genetic architecture of an ancestral population

characterized by multiplicative fitness and free recombination (i.e. ri = 0.5, ϕj = 0, and θi,j = 0).

We consider modifiers that alter one aspect of genetic architecture at a time (i.e. that change

one of the fitness/recombination/migration parameters). We also assume that modifiers have

symmetric effects in the two demes, such that ϕ2 = −ϕ1 and θi,2 = −θi,1. Biologically, this

amounts to assuming that gene expression is environment independent and that fitness effects
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are opposite but symmetric between loci [46, 47]. Other assumptions are plausible, and may

even be expected when gene expression is modified in an environmentally plastic fashion.

Here we stick with this simple assumption of opposite effects and note that this is a conserva-

tive assumption with respect to the strength of selection on dominance modifiers. We set rela-

tively high levels of prior local adaptation, with the total fitness cost of the most maladapted

genotype being 0.1 and migration rates of 0.05. We further modeled complete linkage between

the modifier locus and the first local adaptation locus (rm = 0) and identical values for effect of

a modifier on dominance at each locus (ŷ i;1) and recombination parameter (r̂ i). In all figures,

modifier parameters are expressed relative to the maximum change possible for that parame-

ter. For example, for recombination, r̂ can be reduced from 0.5 down to 0, so we use the trans-

formation ð0:5 � r̂Þ=0:5 to get the fractional change. For dominance and epistasis, the effect

of negative values is completely symmetric to that of positive values, representing the opposite

polarity for the deme in which the locally adapted allele is dominant. The values of ϕ and θ are

limited to a maximum of 3 because the effect of the modifier on the effective number of locally

adapted alleles is saturated by this point (Fig 1). We used this maximum value of 3 to rescale

the dominance and epistasis parameters for the figures.

Results of this analysis are shown in Fig 2. We plot the theoretical maximum for a modifier

that does not directly alter fitness, which is strictly a function of the migration load [31]. We

also plot, for reference, the magnitude of selection on a modifier that reduces the total negative

effect of maladapation, i.e. a modifier that reduces S directly. We find that modifiers of recom-

bination rate have the smallest selection coefficients, and that there is very weak selection

unless they almost completely eliminate recombination between locally adapted alleles. While

selection for reduced recombination is slightly higher when more loci contribute to local adap-

tation, it is still the case that selection only becomes noticeably strong as recombination gets

close to zero.

Fig 2. Initial strength of selection on different modifiers as measured by λ − 1. Parameter values for the ancestral population are S = 0.1, M = 0.05,

R = 0.5; θ = 0; ϕ = 0. We plot the fraction of the maximum allowable change in the parameter on the x-axis. The dashed horizontal line represents the

theoretical maximum for the spread of a modifier, while the solid black line shows the strength of selection for a modifier that reduces the total effect of

the maladaptation (i.e. a modifier that reduces S). Top panels left to right show results for two local adaptation loci, while bottom panels left to right

show results for five local adaptation loci. For dominance modifiers, the modifier is assumed to affect dominance at all local adaptation loci

simultaneously. Likewise, the recombination modifier is assumed to reduce recombination between all loci simultaneously. We only show positive

changes in dominance and epistasis, because negative values have identical effects but indicate that deme 2’s locally adapted allele is instead dominant.

https://doi.org/10.1371/journal.pgen.1010350.g002
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Selection for reduced dispersal into unfavorable habitats is generally stronger than selection

for reduced recombination. The strength of selection on migration modifiers decreases sub-

stantially as the number of loci increase, even though the magnitude of the migration load is

slightly higher. This is because the migration modifier is directly linked to only a single local

adaptation locus and can recombine into a more favorable genetic background after migrating

into an unfavorable habitat.

Selection is strong on both epistasis and dominance, and saturates as the modifier parame-

ter increases. Even small increases in the dominance or epistasis parameter results in an appre-

ciable selection coefficient. Selection on epistasis is stronger than selection on dominance, for

the same level of phenotypic bias, and this difference becomes more noticeable as more loci

contribute to local adaptation. Overall, selection for modifiers of epistasis and dominance is

stronger than selection for modifiers of recombination and dispersal.

The number of local adaptation loci

We next varied the number of loci contributing to local adaptation while keeping the magni-

tude of dispersal and the migration load constant. More than 5 loci contributing to local adap-

tation becomes computationally straining, though asymptotic patterns can be observed as we

go up to 5 loci. We determine the maximum possible strength of selection when one of the

parameters is set to an extreme value. For recombination and dispersal modifiers this involves

setting the parameter to 0. For epistasis and dominance modifiers it involves setting parame-

ters to 10 because this causes complete dominance or epistasis.

Results show that as the number of local adaptation loci increases from 2 to 5 the total

migration load goes up by about 10%, which increases the maximum potential strength of

selection (Fig 3A). Selection on epistasis and recombination modifiers show increases of simi-

lar amounts, indicating that the fraction of the migration load that they can ameliorate remains

nearly constant. Selection on dominance decreases only slightly with increase number of loci.

Most different is the response of dispersal, where the strength of selection decreases by about

50%.

We also evaluated the effect of fitness loci on the strength of selection for moderate effect

mutant modifier alleles. For dispersal and recombination modifiers we reduce their parameter

values to 50% of the ancestral population rate. For epistasis and dominance we set the parame-

ter to 1.1, because this leads to a 50% reduction in the fitness cost when half the alleles are

Fig 3. Strength of selection on different modifiers as measured by λ − 1. Parameter values for the ancestral population are S = 0.1, M = 0.05, R = 0.5;

θ = 0; ϕ = 0. Panel (A) shows the strength of selection of the maximum effect for each parameter (for dominance and epistasis we use a parameter value

of 10, for migration and recombination we use a value of 0). Panel (B) shows the effect when the parameters have a modest value (for dominance and

epistasis we use a parameter value of 1.5, for migration and recombination we use a value of half the resident population value).

https://doi.org/10.1371/journal.pgen.1010350.g003
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locally adapted. We find the pattern of change is largely the same, with the main difference

being that the strength of selection on the recombination modifier is relatively smaller than on

the other modifier types (Fig 3B).

Dominance modifiers

In Fig 2 results are presented for modifiers of dominance that affect all fitness loci simulta-

neously. It is thus interesting to consider modifiers of dominance that affect only one of the

local adaptation loci. For this, the modifier is assumed to be at one end of a linear chromosome

and completely linked (r = 0) with the first local adaptation locus (called locus 1). In Fig 4 we

show the analysis for a scenario where the ancestral population has free recombination

(r = 0.5) between successive fitness loci. When the modifier affects locus 1, the strength of

selection is lower than when the modifier affects the second locus 2 or a higher index locus in

scenarios with more than two loci.

As shown before in Fig 3, selection on modifiers affecting all fitness loci simultaneously

decreases slightly as the number of loci increases. When considering modifiers that affect dom-

inance at single local adaptation loci, we find that the strength of selection is substantially

lower, and that the effect of modifying multiple loci is more than additive. Regardless of the

number of loci, the strength of selection is stronger when the modifier affects unlinked genes.

Furthermore, when only two loci contribute to local adaptation the effect of position is much

larger than when five loci contribute to local adaptation.

Selection on dominance modifiers depends on two components, the frequency of heterozy-

gotes in the ancestral population and the change in relative fitness that is caused by the modi-

fier. If there is little potential effect of the modifier, i.e. because the cost of having the

maladapted allele is low, then selection on the modifier will be weak. Likewise, if heterozygotes

are at low frequency, i.e. because there is little migration and strong selection against mutants,

then selection on the modifier will be weak. Neither factor alone is particularly predictive of

modifier selection strength. For example, if we compare scenarios with different values of S,

increases in S cause heterozygosity to decrease but cause selection on the modifier to increase

(not shown).

Fig 4. Strength of selection on dominance modifiers is dependent on modifier linkage. Parameter values for the ancestral population are S = 0.1,

M = 0.05, R = 0.5; θ = 0; ϕ = 0. In Panel (A) 2 loci contribute to local adaptation. The green curves show selection on a modifier that simultaneously

affects dominance of all loci, or a modifier that affects dominance of the locus tightly linked to the modifier (locus 1) or a locus that freely recombines

with the modifier (locus 2). In panel (B) 5 loci contribute to local adaptation. Loci 2–5 all freely recombine with the modifier, and so selection on

modifiers that affect dominance at any of these loci have the same strength of selection.

https://doi.org/10.1371/journal.pgen.1010350.g004
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Ancestral levels of epistasis

While the heterozygosity of the ancestral population will determine selection on dominance

modifiers, ancestral levels of linkage disequilibrium will determine selection on other modifi-

ers of genetic architecture. In part, the ancestral population genetic equilibrium is a function

of epistasis and therefore we can vary it to model how selection on the modifiers would change

with an evolving genetic architecture, and not, as our modeling presupposes, that selection

during the invasion is the same as when the modifier reaches intermediate frequencies.

Because we must consider a modifier of epistasis whose fitness effects are positive in one

habitat and negative in the other it means that the maximum rate of spread of an epistatic

modifier allele causing its bearer to have relative fitness of 1 is given by a migration rate depen-

dent eigenvalue, λ(A), where:

A ¼

ð1 � m1Þ

L1

m1

L2

m2

L1

ð1 � m2Þ

uL2
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The theoretical maximum strength of selection for an epistasis modifier is then given by the

eigenvalue of this matrix minus 1: λ(A) − 1 (Appendix B in S1 Appendix).

As the amount of epistasis increases, λ(A) − 1 decreases and approaches a lower asymptote

when extreme epistasis effectively creates a single partially dominant locus (Fig 5). Selection

Fig 5. Strength of selection on different modifiers depends on the level of pre-existing epistasis. Parameter values for the ancestral population are

k = 5, S = 0.1, M = 0.05, R = 0.5; θ = 0. ϕ is varied between 0 and 10. Strength of selection is shown for modifiers with extreme effects.

https://doi.org/10.1371/journal.pgen.1010350.g005
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for migration reduction increases with ϕ, because the dispersal modifier can reduce a larger

fraction of the load when there are fewer loci contributing to local adaptation (as in Fig 2).

Selection for additional increases in epistasis shows a complex pattern. First, as ϕ increases

from 0, there is an increase in selection for further increases in ϕ. Selection for further

increases in ϕ then reaches a local maximum, and after ϕ reaches about 3 then selection for fur-

ther increases in ϕ substantially decreases. Eventually, further selection for increased ϕ is

reduced to zero. When ϕ = 0, selection for a complete reduction in recombination is about 1/4

as large as selection for increased ϕ.

Like selection for epistasis, recombination is initially more strongly selected as ϕ increases,

and does not substantially decrease until ϕ is around 4. Selection decreases to about 4% of the

theoretical maximum, but does not decay towards 0. Once ϕ is about about 4.5, selection for

tight linkage supersedes selection for increased epistasis.

In contrast to the other modifier types, selection for dominance decreases as ϕ increases

from 0. Once moderate levels of ϕ are reached, selection for tight linkage supersedes selection

for dominance.

Ancestral local adaptation

Ancestral levels of local adaptation will also determine heterozygosity and linkage disequilib-

rium necessary to generate selection on the modifiers. We thus also explored varying the

parameter S which determines the fitness cost that the most maladapted genotype experiences.

This analysis further allows us consider selection on the modifier under “weak” vs “strong”

selection for local adaptation.

Fig 6A shows that selection on each type of modifier increases as the fitness benefit of local

adaptation goes up. While the response of selection for dispersal modifiers appears linear, the

other types of modifier show non-linear functions under stronger and stronger selection.

However, the relative advantage of epistasis and dominance modifiers, as compared with

recombination modifiers, remains large and constant from weak to strong selection (Fig 6B).

Conclusions

We have presented a framework to compare the magnitude of selection between modifiers of

the genetic architecture of a structured population undergoing local adaptation in two habitats

Fig 6. Selection for modifiers depends on the strength of selection for local adaptation. As the value of S is increased, the strength of selection on all

types of modifier goes up (panel A). The relative advantage of epistasis and dominance modifiers, as compared with recombination modifiers, is shown

in panel B. Epistasis modifiers have about a 6 fold higher invasion rate than a modifier that eliminates recombination (i.e. an inversion). Parameter

values for the ancestral population are k = 3, M = 0.05, R = 0.5; ϕ = 0; θ = 0.

https://doi.org/10.1371/journal.pgen.1010350.g006
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with different environmental conditions. We identify four previously unreported features of

selection on genetic architecture modifiers. First, selection for reduced recombination, even

when the modifier is a chromosomal inversion that reduces recombination to zero, is weaker

than for the other types of modifier. Second, when there is a constant total benefit of local

adaptation but varying number of loci, increasing the number of loci increases selection

strength for modifiers of epistasis and recombination, but decreases selection strength for

dominance and migration modifiers. Third, for modifiers of dominance, the strength of selec-

tion is higher when they alter dominance at loci that the modifier itself is not linked to. Finally,

even at moderate levels of epistasis in the resident population, selection for further increases in

epistasis is stronger than selection for tighter linkage of the locally adapted loci. Selection on

modifiers to reduce dispersal rates is complex, depending on the number of loci, epistasis and

local adaptation of the ancestral population. Further study of this process would require build-

ing models that include selection for dispersal due to resource competition, source sink

dynamics, or include a behavioral model for how short and long range dispersal are related.

Under migration selection balance when local populations are well mixed, then selection

should act to reduce dispersal [6]. Our results for selection to decrease dispersal are in line

with this in that we see consistent directional selection towards lower dispersal rates. However,

we find that selection on dispersal is weaker than on other types of modifiers unless the num-

ber of local adaptation loci is low and ancestral epistasis is strong. Adding complication, it is

known that other factors, such as kin selection, might play a more important role in causing

selection on dispersal than levels of migration load. When local resource competition between

kin is possible, relatively high levels of dispersal are often favored [48–50]. There is ample

selection for dispersal to find a suitable habitat when local population density approaches the

carrying capacity, and dispersal to find suitable habitat in these circumstances may lead to by-

product dispersal at different distance scales. While migration itself is responsible for the entire

fitness cost that drives selection for all other modifiers here investigated, selection acts more

strongly on modifiers of genetic architecture than on modifiers of the dispersal rate. This

seems paradoxical, because if selection acted to reduce dispersal then selection for other

genetic architecture modifiers would disappear. How can we reconcile these ideas? Part of the

answer is that modifiers of dispersal only alter the rate at which individuals carrying the modi-

fier move between habitats, and do not change the impact or rate of interaction with other

genotypes that have dispersed into a local deme. Modifiers that decrease dispersal protect the

individual from arriving in a habitat to which they are not adapted, but it does not protect

them from the effects of mating with others who themselves dispersed. Selection for reduced

migration weakens as the number of loci increase because the immediate cost to a modifier of

mating with maladapted individuals decreases.

In [20] it is shown that the strength of selection for inversions under continent-island selec-

tion is mathematically related to the amount of migration load generated in the absence of an

inversion and the migration load generated once an inversion is fixed. Selection on an inver-

sion, however, is determined by the fraction of the migration load that the inversion is able to

ameliorate [31]. [20] consider a scenario where there is one-way migration from a continent to

an island, fitness is multiplicative (i.e. additive on log scale), and locally adapted alleles are seg-

regating on the island at migration-selection balance. An inversion that causes locally adapted

alleles to become tightly linked can spread because it causes the marginal fitness of the haplo-

type carrying the modifier and a full complement of locally adapted alleles to be pegged at 1,

and therefore is positively selected with a magnitude of L −m, or the load minus the migration

rate (Appendix B in S1 Appendix). Under bi-directional reciprocal dispersal we consistently

find that selection to reduce the recombination rate is weaker than other changes to the genetic

architecture. This can further be analyzed by considering how the modifier alters the
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reproductive value classes of the offspring [40]. We observe that when the modifier only par-

tially reduces recombination then selection is quite weak.

Perhaps the most significant result of our analysis is that the strength of selection for domi-

nance and epistasis modifiers is relatively stronger than that for recombination modifiers. This

is in contrast to situations where locally adapted alleles are not yet established, linkage between

the modifier and existing adaptation loci is important [27]. We further found that modifiers of

dominance spread fastest when they are unlinked to the locus they modify, but are linked to

another locus that also contributes to local adaptation. To better appreciate this, consider two

loci, A and B, both varying for alleles that confer local adaptation between habitats. If a modi-

fier of dominance that causes the habitat 1 allele to be dominant at locus B/b and is in tight

linkage with B, then it will confer a direct advantage whenever the modifier and B are in habi-

tat 1 but a cost when in habitat 2. If the modifier is linked to the A allele at the A/a locus, then

in habitat 1 it is beneficial when the carrier is heterozygous at the B/b locus. If the modifier

migrates into the habitat two, it is only costly if one of the B alleles is not locally adapted. We

thus expect that genomic islands of differentiation between populations are more likely caused

by selection on partially-dominant mutations that just happen to appear next to already exist-

ing locally-adapted alleles. A possible example of this process might have occurred at the self-

incompatibility locus of Brassica, where a non-recombining gene cluster showing high levels

of DNA sequence divergence within and between species shows a hierarchy of partial domi-

nance in locally-adapted populations [10].

In the work of [37] an approximation is derived for the spread of a dominance modifier

when there is one locus contributing to local adaptation. They find that selection on a modifier

can be approximated by the weighted average of the affect on heterozygote fitness in the two

demes, where the weighting is the product of heterozygote frequencies and the reproductive

value of alleles in each deme. This result reflects the selective value of changing a life-history

parameter is the average over changes in the product of the immediate fitness effect of the

mutation with the frequency of the class experiencing the change and the reproductive value

of that class. In our study, heterozygote frequency alone is not proportional to the strength of

selection on the modifier (results not shown), and this could be because changes in the ecologi-

cal parameters, such as the dispersal rate, also cause the reproductive value of heterozygotes to

change. Further work is required to relate our selection strength estimates to the underlying

components of the frequency and reproductive value of the haplotypes.

Analogous to selection on recombination modifiers, selection for assortative mating prefer-

ence can occur when heterozygotes are maintained by migration-selection balance, frequency

dependence, or overdominance, and the effective recombination rate between locally-adapted

loci can evolve, e.g., [40, 51, 52]. Mating preference modifiers affect associations of genes with-

out altering direct fitness, particularly for strong assortative mating, and their spread can be

wholly driven by selection created by a migration load. In particular have found that when

load is caused by heterozygote advantage then modifiers of dominance are selected for, and

also that assortative mating is selected for [52]. When the frequency of heterozygotes is high,

then selection for assortative mating can be stronger than selection for dominance. Our results

here show that dominance modifiers can achieve selection coefficients of about one-third the

maximum possible selection on modifiers, which means other types of modifier, such as mat-

ing preference modifiers, could also achieve substantially higher selection.

Most analyses of selection on modifiers assume that the fitness differences between alterna-

tive genotypes are small. There are two main reasons for this, one is analytical practicality and

the other is the belief that the bulk of naturally segregating alleles have small effects on fitness.

For the cases we studied here, both of these reasons are less applicable. Under bi-directional

migration we do not have good analytical approximations for either the amount of migration
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load or the equilibrium genotype frequencies, so no reduction of mathematical complexity is

achieved by assuming weak selection. We can still approximate selection on modifiers using a

weak-load and quasi linkage equilibrium assumptions, and while these approximations per-

form well when numerically solving for the genotype frequency, they do not provide much

additional insight (see Appendix B in S1 Appendix). Second, large differences in fitness

between demes can be maintained with only a few locally-adapted loci and high dispersal

rates, patterns which have been observed in natural populations, e.g. [53, 54]. Our results indi-

cate that modifiers of epistasis or dominance consistently experience larger selection coeffi-

cients than modifiers of recombination for both weak and strong migration loads.

In sum, we find little evidence for selection for decreased recombination rates under migra-

tion load. Instead, selection should diminish migration loads by favoring modifiers of domi-

nance and epistasis within and between locally-adapted loci. Selection on dispersal modifiers

is more complex. Our modeling assumes deterministic dynamics so a venue for future study is

to find out if genetic drift and demographic stochasticity qualitatively change our conclusions.

Supporting information

S1 Appendix. Appendices. Appendix A contains an alternative formulation for the models

that uses matrix and tensor notation to represent the population genetic recursion equations.

Appendix B relates the current model to models of the spread of inversions under migration

selection balance.
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